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reported for the Lesabre. Three of the power window regulators have failed on my Buick
Lesabre limited. The windows may all of a sudden just drop down and the electric motor will not
close them although you can hear the motors running. I've read this is an extremely common
problem and a equipment defect on Buick cars with power windows which has not been
corrected. I have replaced one window regulator and the others I have just blocked the windows
closed. This could be a very dangerous situation if one of the windows was to suddenly just
drop down while drive in a heavy rain or over bad weather which could cause a distraction and
accident. See all problems of the Buick Lesabre. Own a Buick Lesabre. Rear drivers side
window regulator failed. Dealership indicates that this is common problem, approx. Internet
search shows many many complaints Buick Lesabre window search on google brings up ,
websites that feature predominately window problems related to regulator failure. Nhtsa needs
to force a recall. I also have experienced window regulator failure, passenger front side went
down and that? A search on the internet has proven out that this is a major problem on Buicks
of this era as well as other models using the regulator mechanisms from the supplier to gm. My
bill ended up over dollars for repair at a gm dealership. This is a major problem, verified by one
of their mechanics. I called gm customer satisfaction department and spoke with a gentleman
who also verified it is a major problem, but gm will not stand behind them after expiration of the
warranty. I love this car but am seriously considering trading as I am fearful of what the future
holds with the other windows after researching the problem. Buick Lesabre window regulator
failure on the rear driverside passenger window. Car has 60, miles on it. Driving car and went to
put up rear window and it made a strange grinding noise. Window would not roll up. Luckily the
failure did not occur at high speed or adverse weather conditions. Upon research of problem it
is apparent that this model vehicle has constant failures due to poorly made plastic parts.
Consumers have reported multiple failures, some during inclement weather. Nhtsa and gm
refuse to do anything about the issue. Buick refused to even acknowledge the issue. A search
on google for Lesabre window comes up with over 97, results, most of them coming from
automotive forums with people having repeated issues with this feature. This issue needs to be
addressed through a recall. Living in colorado if my window fails during a blizzard or adverse
weather event it could cause an accident or worse death. Window regulator failure. Rear
passenger side window just randomly fell down one day while I was driving. I almost never used
that window. This is a very common problem due to defective design of the window regulator.
The contact owns a Buick Lesabre. While driving at an unknown speed, the front passenger
side window fell down into the door. The vehicle was taken to the dealer and they stated that the
window regulator failed and needed to be replaced. The current mileage was 43, and failure
mileage was 36, Car Problems. Window Regulator Failed problem of the Buick Lesabre 1.
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the Buick Lesabre 3. Window Regulator Failed problem of the Buick Lesabre 4. Window
Regulator Failed problem of the Buick Lesabre 5. Window Regulator Failed problem of the Buick
Lesabre 6. Other Common Visibility related problems of Buick Lesabre. Power Window
problems. Visibility problems. Windshield problems. Wiper problems. Defogger problems.
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my windows regulators at least twice since owning the car brand new.. This is likely the 10th
one that has had to be replaced due to cheap plastic products There is no telling how long the
window has been having issues. I've owned the car for approximately 5 months and I've always
needed to "help" it up. It finally got stuck in the downward position. The worst thing about the
fix was that one of the door clips broke. Not the actual clip itself, but the slot off the door
interior that is to hold the clip. Now it doesn't hold entirely and it'll rattle when the door is not
shut. The only way to legitimately fix this would be to get another door interior all together. This
would cost me booka bucks in comparison. Two engine mounts and BOTH axles. Second year
in a row for this Btw it had mi. Passenger window would not go up or down, stuck down. Then
Sat. On every all their windows break because they use cheap plastic parts in their window
regulators. Buick you should be sued to the fullest extent of the law and if I have my way you
will. I am a Jewish kid from New Jersey I have lots of Jewish lawyers willing to take the case
based on all the complaints to back me up on carcompaints. I thought I would add my gripe to
the long list already here. Both regulators on rear windows went out, mid winter in Minnesota.
The passenger side just fell down one day while I was at work, during a snow storm. I had quite
the snowfall inside my car and had near frostbite getting it home to my garage. Hearing all these
comments does make me angry that a recall hasn't been considered. Doesn't seem right! First;
both rear window regulators went out about a year ago within months of each other. Now; the
front passenger went out. I'm going out now to try to see if I can repair it. Can't wait for the
driver's to go as well. This is annoying. Front passenger window. Why won't buick recall
them?? My front driver window is done! This is bullshit! I can't even roll down my damn window
when I'm too hot and pregnant to top it off!!! I only have 1 window knock on wood that goes
down! And only halfway!!! Screw you buick!!! My rear passenger side window won't go down.
My kids hate not being able to roll down the window. They fight over who gets to have "the
good seat! I am the 2nd owner, purchased Buick LaSabre with miles and was a good deal, until
the window regulators began to fail. I replaced the first one at , second one at , third one at and
number four at Since the last window problem, in less than a year, the power window and the
power door lock quit working on the right rear door. I decided not to have it fixed. This car is a
money pit, costing me money just sitting in my driveway most of the time! So much for a good
deal; Buick should have to pay up for the defective window regulators. I have not met a Buick
owner that has not had the same experience with their window regulators failing. Right rear
window lift broke while driving on a paved road. Repair was made using an aftermarket cheap
lift. This car is driven only by my wife or myself and only rarely is anyone in the rear seat My
guess is that this window lift had been operated less than 15 times in the life of the car. This is
no joke. I would like to know how I'm supposed to get a vehicle safety inspection if I lose a right
rear door window regulator on Monday, have it replaced on Tuesday, then have the left rear

door regulator fail on Thursday? I was driving to work yesterday, after I rolled my window in the
back up I heard a crack. The window then dropped and I am sad to say the Buick Lesabre had a
horrible defect. I don't know what parts are needed to fix this problem, but it would be a great
assurance to know if Buick can recall these cars and have the low cost problem fixed for free.
First, back driver's side window went down and wouldn't roll back up after I was gifted the car
by my grandmother in October only 24, miles in 10 years! Two snow storms and one hurricane
later, I finally cleaned the water out of my backseat and was able to scrape up enough money to
pay for a replacement regulator and motor in one. Just got back from Christmas vacation to find
the passenger front window stuck completely down. I can't afford to keep paying for regulators
every other month. A block of wood it is This the 4th time that I have had a window regulator
break on me. This is the second time for the front drivers window in the last year. All 4 have
went out in the last 2 years. I replaced all with the entire motor and regulator part from
autozone. The glass guy doing the work said that the motor is not far behind it so I replaced the
whole piece. Thank god for that warranty, because it went out again last week. These parts are
crap. It took maybe 40 minutes. Update from Jun 16, : I have had every single one of the window
regulators replaced in this car. I am now working on replacing them for the 2nd time. I just
replaced rear passenger side, now getting ready to do drivers again. I am getting SICK to death
of replacing this junk on this car. Can they make anything that lasts? Left rear window lift broke
while backing the car out of the driveway. I do not think this window lift had been operated 15
times in the life of the car. He also said his shop had replaced a tremendous amount of
regulators on buicks. Held up with tape. Called to see if any changes were made to regulators.
Cost is the same to replace. This latest problem with the bad regulator for the power window,
driver's side, rear came as quite a shock -- until I read all the many complaints at WCM stated
they had to install the complete assembly - even though the only part that was bad was the
regulator. I boldly asked for my senior discount twice! Feeling totally "ripped off," after I got
home I searched the Internet for this problem. Holy Smokes! Do they think if they keep doing
the same stupid thing installing power windows that fail they will get a different result? Or, do
they just not give a hoot? I have emailed GM and they replied - stating they will phone me. I can
hardly wait!!!!! Jason stated a WCM representative told him it was a broken cable that caused
the problem. We were told, and our Invoice from WCM shows, the window failed because of the
regulator. I told Jason about that. He was unimpressed. Jason at GM also told me they would
continue to monitor this situation, and if there were enough complaints, GM would take action a
possible recall? I mentioned to Jason I had already found complaints at carcomplaints. I even
emailed GM the links to the various complaints. That didn't impress him much either. He simply
repeated his previous statement about GM monitoring for this type complaint. So, Buick car
owners who have experienced failed power windows, now is a great time to let GM know about
it. Most people don't bother to file complaints. Remember the squeaky wheel gets the oil. So,
"squeak up"! Their email address is crc buick. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask
your Buick dealer. Most Common Solutions: replace window regulator 41 reports replace
regulator 5 reports blocks of wood to hold window up 4 reports not sure 4 reports remove and
replace 4 reports replaced window motor 3 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word.
Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites Complaints - Please
contact them about these window regulators, I too have had problems, and was told there
wasn't enough people contacting them in order to do a recall. I notice on here there are ALOT of
problems with the window regulators. Find a good Buick mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
Fits Lesabre - Manual. SEDAN, manual. Window Regulator - Repair or Replace A failed window
regulator can cause your power window to get stuck, make a grinding noise, or make your
window appear to be off track. Consider replacing the window regulator on your Buick Lesabre.
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that provides. Accepted Payments. Email this product. Email Address. Legal Policies Data
Requests. Links My Information Testimonials. Data Agreement While every reasonable effort is
made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions
contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.
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ad of schedule and was exactly as described on the website. Tim Mirkes. Purchased on Dec 09,
May 16, A Satisfied Customer. The parts that arrived were as good as the oem parts that were
originally on the car for a lot less money than i could have bought them locally at the part stores
around here, and the dealer would have charged me nearly dollars per window to do them for
me. Thank You for saving me over a Thousand Dollars! Purchased on Apr 30, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Replace a Window Regulator Replacing a window
regulator was once a relatively easy task. What are the Parts of a Car Door? Car door parts can
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